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Switching in coupled nonlinear photonic-crystal
resonators
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Using coupled-mode theory we examine the linear and Kerr nonlinear behavior of multiple consecutive
photonic-crystal switches. Two types of resonators are considered, those with the cavity inside and those ad-
jacent to the waveguide. We observe gap solitons in both structures and examine a nonlinear mode with energy
localized near the boundaries of the finite system. Finally, we propose a device with two side-coupled resona-
tors and a judiciously chosen intercavity distance that demonstrates switching at low powers. In addition to
coupled-mode theory, rigorous simulations are performed for this structure. © 2005 Optical Society of America
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. INTRODUCTION
ystems with waveguides and resonators are nowadays
idely studied because of their ability to tune coupling

trengths and resonance frequencies for many purposes.
f chains of these devices are examined, new effects and
witching opportunities arise.1–3 This has been examined
or many types of structures, including distributed-
eedback mirrors, ring resonators, and photonic crystal
PC) defects.4,5 The PC structures have the potential to
rovide ultracompact photonic integrated structures of
nly a few micrometers.6,7 Because of the bandgap, all the
ight in two-dimensional (2D) PC structures remains con-
ned in the waveguides, therefore analysis of the devices
ecomes easier and radiation losses can be ignored. More-
ver, the strong confinement makes possible the use of
eak nonlinear effects.
In this article we study the linear and nonlinear

ontinuous-wave behavior of chains of PC resonator de-
ices using coupled-mode theory (CMT).8 This theory has
een used successfully for many geometries.9 In Ref. 10
MT was extended to handle Kerr nonlinear resonators.
ere we use these equations in a transfer-matrix scheme

o calculate sequences consisting of two kinds of cavities:
he resonant coupling and the side coupling case, as
hown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively. In the resonant-
oupling structure the resonator blocks the waveguides;
herefore light is transmitted only on resonance. In con-
rast, in the side-coupling case there is a high reflection
n resonance.11 We focus on finite sequences with identi-
al resonators. However, the formalism can also be used
or chains with nonuniform parameters, e.g., apodized
tructures.

If series are examined, the relation with Bloch modes
n infinite structures can be considered. Where light is
trongly reflected, gaps appear. The resonant-coupled
ase gives rise to a transmission band, whereas the side-
oupled cavities can amount to a resonator gap. However,
wing to nonlinearity a finite system can switch from a
ighly reflective state in the gap to a state with unity
0740-3224/05/081778-7/$15.00 © 2
ransmission. This state is called the gap soliton.12–16

hese nonlinear states, also considered as intrinsic local-
zed modes, have consequences for energy localization and
ppear in different physical settings.17 We demonstrate
ap solitons in both the resonant-coupled and side-
oupled geometry. Furthermore, nonlinear transmission
esonances without a linear origin can be examined.17 Fi-
ally, we show a new kind of nonlinear resonance with an
lternative energy profile, where the energy is localized
n the boundaries of the finite series.

An important parameter for these coherently interact-
ng cavities is the length of the intermediate waveguide,
hich can be tuned to change the phase and interference

haracteristics. The linear spectrum of two side-coupled
esonators can exhibit a very narrow transmission peak.4

e shall exploit this peak in an actual design, to demon-
trate efficient switching both with CMT and more exact
imulations.18–22

In Section 2 we describe the CMT calculation methods.
e use this for a description of the linear spectra for both

eometries in Section 3. Studies of different types of non-
inear resonances and gap solitons are performed in Sec-
ion 4. Finally, in Section 5 we present the concrete PC de-
ice consisting of two side-coupled resonators.

. CALCULATION METHOD
. Resonant Coupling
hroughout this paper we assume that the waveguides
nd resonators are single mode in the frequency region of
nterest. Furthermore, the resonators are placed suffi-
iently far from each other that interaction occurs only
ia the intermediate waveguides. Then, with CMT, the
elds in a single cell of the resonant coupling geometry
see Fig. 1(a)] are described by8

da

dt
= �j��r + ��� −

1

�
�a + df1 + db2, �1�
005 Optical Society of America
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b1 = exp�j��f1 + da, �2�

f2 = exp�j��b2 + da. �3�

ere a denotes the complex cavity-mode amplitude,
hereas f1 and f2 (b1 and b2) denote the forward (back-
ard) waveguide Bloch-mode amplitudes. The cavity life-

ime is � and the resonance frequency is �r, with Q
��r /2. In the previous d= j exp�j� /2� /��, where the
hase � depends on the waveguide and the PC reflection
roperties. �� indicates the nonlinear resonance fre-
uency shift:

�� = −
�a�2

P0�2 , �4�

here P0 is the characteristic nonlinear power of the
avity.10,23 The amplitudes are normalized so that �a�2 is
qual to the energy in the resonator and �fi�2��bi�2� indi-
ates the power in the forward (backward) mode of wave-
uide i. The previous equations are valid for resonator
odes with a vertical mirror plane through the center,

.g., monopoles. These equations are adjusted for modes
ith a vertical nodal plane, e.g., horizontal dipoles, by

hanging the sign of the last term in Eqs. (1) and (3). Here
e will work in the cw regime, so d/dt is simply replaced
y j� in Eq. (1). In this regime we can analyze the pos-
ible states of the system. Specific excitations to reach or
void the states need to be examined in the time
omain.11

In the resonant-coupled geometry it is easy to concat-
nate cells with a transfer-matrix approach. We work
rom right to left, after fixing the output power. With Eq.
3) we determine a, which we then use in Eq. (1) to obtain
1. Finally, with Eq. (2) we get b1. In this way we calculate
oniteratively through a chain of nonlinear resonators.
ote that both the stable and unstable states can be de-

ermined.

. Side Coupling
n the side-coupling geometry [see Fig. 1(b)] an analogous
et of equations is derived:

ig. 1. Two geometries with resonator and waveguide ampli-
udes. (a) Resonant-coupled structure, (b) Side-coupled structure.
da

dt
= �j��r + ��� −

1

�
�a + df1 + db2, �5�

f2 = exp�j��f1 + da, �6�

b1 = exp�j��b2 + da. �7�

gain d= j exp�j� /2� /��, but here �=−kznp, with kz as the
aveguide-mode propagation constant, n as the number
f periods and p as the PC period. Note that these equa-
ions are equivalent to a model of a ring resonator adja-
ent to two waveguides.24

A direct transfer-matrix approach is possible here only
or linear resonators. Calculating a nonlinear series has
o be done differently. With Eqs. (5) and (6) we obtain a
onlinear equation with f2, b2, and a. With the fixed f2
nd b2 and starting from a guess resonator amplitude a,
e can iteratively solve this equation with, e.g., Newton–
aphson. Finally, using Eqs. (6) and (7) we obtain the
elds f1 and b1 on the left side of the cell.

. LINEAR TRANSMISSION
n this section we give an overview of the linear transmis-
ion spectra for both geometries. Here, the two main pa-
ameters are the number of resonators N and the phase
. We can fix this phase to a desired value by adjusting

he number of waveguide periods in a cell, as the spectra
re 2� periodic in �. Of course, the cw calculations will
ccurately represent short-pulse excitations only if the
tructure is sufficiently short. Furthermore, because of
abrication and loss issues, actual designs need a mini-
um number of periods.
The spectra in this section ignore dispersion. For real

C structures the main effect is waveguide dispersion.
owever, this kz dependence on � can be included. More-

ver, with high-Q resonators it is sufficient to use a con-
tant kz or a linear kz��� function. Without dispersion the
pectra are only symmetric around �r, if �=n� or �
� /2+n� (where n is an integer). These values represent

he special cases. Spectra calculated in this section are
lotted versus �=���−�r�.

. Resonant Coupling
ow we discuss the resonant-coupling case in more detail.

n general the transmission spectrum consists of N peaks
hat shift in function of �. Only the central peak at �r re-
ains stationary. If �=� /2 these peaks are closest to-

ether, as shown in Fig. 2. For even values of N the cen-
ral two peaks coalesce into one broader peak. As �
pproaches 0 the N−1 nonstationary peaks move (infi-
itely) farther away from �r. In the case of N=2, e.g., one
an calculate that the position of the moving peak varies
s �peak=−cot �. When �=0 all resonators have the same
agnitude and the same (or opposite) phase; they behave

s one cavity. For this case several spectra are shown in
ig. 3. They are simply proportional to the spectrum of
ne resonator, and have a width 1/ �N��.

When N increases the situation becomes comparable
ith infinite structures, and we can use Bloch modes.
hese are studied via
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� f2

b2
� = exp�j���� f1

b1
� = T · � f1

b1
� , �8�

here � is the Bloch-mode propagation constant and � is
he length of a unit cell. This cell must not be confused
ith a period of the waveguide but corresponds to an en-

ire element of the chain as depicted in Fig. 1(a). The
ransfer matrix T is obtained from Eqs. (1)–(3). In a band-
ap, the amplitude of its eigenvalues are smaller than 1
r, equivalently, � has a nonzero imaginary part. The re-
ulting diagram with the resonator transmission regions
s shown in Fig. 4 and agrees with the finite results of,
.g., N=5 in Fig. 2. The center separating curve corre-
ponds to tan�� /2� The case �=0 is again highlighted as a
pecial value.

. Side Coupling
here are many similarities between the side-coupling
nd resonant-coupling structures. Indeed, for a single-
esonator reflection and transmission are exchanged, im-
ediately exposing the duality. Thus the resonator trans-
ission band of the previous section becomes a resonator

eflection band or resonator gap. However, specific fea-
ures will become apparent.4 Here, the transmission spec-
rum of N resonators has N−1 peaks with unity transmis-
ion, see Fig. 5. For �=� /2 these peaks are evenly

ig. 2. Transmission spectra for resonant coupled geometry
ith �=� /2 and N=1, 2, and 5.

ig. 3. Transmission for resonant coupling. N=1 is indicated,
hereas curves (a) and (b) correspond to N=2 but with �=0 and
=−0.15�, respectively.
istributed, one half on the lower edge, the other half on
he upper edge. For even numbers one peak moves to in-
nity at this phase. If � decreases from � /2 to 0, the
aximum peaks first shift to one side of �r then gradually

isappear at �r. Before dissolving, these peaks become ex-
remely small, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. At �=0 the spec-
ra are proportional to the dip for N=1 with width N /�.
e will exploit the narrow resonances with small � for

onlinear switching in Section 5. Here, we give a simple
escription of this peak for two resonators. The transmis-
ion is calculated for N=2 from Eqs. (5)–(7):

T =
�4/�4 cos2 ��

�4/�4 cos2 �� + �� − tan ��2 . �9�

or small ��1 and ��1 this describes a Lorentzian peak
round tan � with width proportional to �4. These
axima are Fabry–Perot resonances that also appear in
onuniform grating structures.25

Using the Bloch relation Eq. (8) but with the transfer
atrix from Eqs. (5)–(7) we can determine the resonator

aps in function of �. The transmission band of the pre-
ious section directly corresponds to the resonator gap
ere, so we can use the same diagram of Fig. 4.

ig. 4. Bloch mode results. For the resonant-coupled structure
he shaded region indicates the transmission band; for the side-
oupled geometry it represents the resonator gap.

ig. 5. Transmission spectra for side-coupled geometry with
=� /2 and N=1, 2, and 5.
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. GAP SOLITONS AND NONLINEAR
ESONANCES
enerally speaking, when there is a frequency gap of

ome origin, light is exponentially dampened in the struc-
ure. However, in nonlinear media when the field has the
equired strength and shape, it is able to propagate
hrough the gap with complete transmission. Such field
xcitations are called gap solitons, and they appear in
oth finite and infinite settings. Chen and Mills12 were
he first to theoretically report gap solitons in finite dis-
ributed Bragg reflectors, but these solitons appear in nu-

Fig. 6. Transmission for side coupling with �=0.1� and N=4.

ig. 7. Transmission for side coupling with �=0.025� and
=2.

ig. 8. Fundamental gap solitons for resonant-coupling (solid
urve) and side-coupling (dashed curve) geometry, with necessary
nput powers 0.94	10−4P0 and 1.08	10−4P0, respectively. ai is
he amplitude of resonator number i. The energy profiles follow a
quare hyperbolic secant curve.
erous other systems.13–16 Here, we find the same type of
undamental gap solitons in both geometries.

In Fig. 8 we show the hyperbolic secant profiles of the
esonator amplitudes for N=21. For the calculations in
his section we use Q=1000, P0=0.5	105 W/m, �r=0.4

�2�c /p�, and p=0.6 
m. We choose �=−1.05 for the
esonant-coupled case and �=0.95 for the side-coupled
ase. These frequencies are near the upper frequency
dge of the gap with �=� /2, so in combination with posi-
ive nonlinearity, gap soliton switching is possible. The
igher-order, multiple-hump modes can also be observed

n these systems.
The previous modes develop from linear transmission
axima. Small detuning from the linear peak gives a pro-
le of the nonlinear mode that is similar to the linear pro-
le. By increasing the detuning the nonlinear mode
volves into the hyperbolic secant shape, because the cen-
er maximum acts as a nonlinear energy trap for the field.
he same idea can be applied to find other types of non-

inear modes. Therefore we turn our attention to the
eaks in the spectrum of side-coupled resonators near �
0, see Fig. 6. The rightmost peak in this spectrum has a
rofile with a minimum in the center and two maxima on
he input and output boundaries. This is different from
he gap solitons, and indeed allows for energy localization
ear the interfaces. In order to have reasonable contrast
witching we choose � to locate the peak near the left side
f �r. This is possible, as it is the last peak to disappear as

approaches zero from the negative side. With �=
0.005� and N=20, a linear maximum is located at �=
1.3. We switch from �=−1.6 with transmission T=0.34
oward this state. The nonlinear mode profile, together
ith the normalized original linear profile, is shown in
ig. 9. Clearly the nonlinearity adjusts the mode, creating
different profile with energy near the edges.
In contrast, resonances from a purely nonlinear origin

re also possible.17 In Fig. 10 we show the transmission
ersus � for a certain fixed input power in a resonantly
oupled system of five resonators. The same parameters
s above are used, so Q=1000, P0=0.5	105 W/m, �r
0.4	 �2�c /p�, and p=0.6 
m. We choose �=� /2 in order

o have a large bandgap region. The branch with maxi-
um transmission near (a) has no linear origin. It actu-

lly consists of two nearby curves, and the one with high-

ig. 9. Resonator energy profile of the nonlinear switching
ode for 20 side-coupled cavities. The dashed curve shows the

orresponding linear resonance profile at �=−1.3, normalized ac-
ording to the maximum nonlinear value. The solid curve shows
he nonlinearly adjusted resonance with �=−1.6 and input power
.6P0.
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st transmission is stable. The inset in Fig. 10 shows the
nergy profile of the gap soliton state indicated by (a) in
he figure. Note that by increasing the input power, the
aximum (a) moves to the right. Eventually it reaches

nd interacts with the gap soliton of linear origin. Trans-
ission then drops below one, so these soliton states no

onger exist above this power threshold.
We have also found these nonlinear transmissions in

ide-coupled systems; they show the same behavior as in
he other geometry. This is presented in Fig. 11, where we
se the same parameters. The transmission with two dif-
erent input powers and the linear curve is plotted. The
urely nonlinear states in the gap are evident. The inter-
ction with the gap soliton of linear origin is visible at in-
ut power P2.
In this section we gave an overview of possible nonlin-

ar states in both systems. We will now turn our attention
o a more concrete switching example.

. SWITCHING
ere we focus on two side-coupled resonators and look at

he switching opportunity of the narrow peak appearing
ith small �; see Fig. 7. We design a PC structure and

alculate the linear and nonlinear characteristics with

ig. 11. Transmission versus � for a side-coupled system with
=5 at fixed-input powers P1=0.08P0 (circles) and P2=0.09P0

crosses). The linear transmission is also shown with a solid
urve.

ig. 10. Transmission versus � for a resonant coupled system
ith N=5 at fixed input power 0.02P0. The gap soliton originat-

ng from a nonlinear resonance is indicated by (a), and the en-
rgy profile �ai�2 is shown in the inset.
igorous simulations. For this purpose we use the mode-
xpansion method and a nonlinear extension.18–22

The structure is shown in Fig. 12. The PC is a square
attice with period p=0.6 
m of square rods with diam-
ter d=0.4p. The rods have index 3.5 in an air back-
round. A waveguide is formed by removing a row of rods.
he two larger rectangles create the resonators and have
ides p and 0.48p. We use TM polarization, thus with one
lectric field component parallel to the rods. The linear
ransmission for one and two resonators is plotted in Fig.
3, both with CMT and with mode expansion. From the
ingle-resonator transmission we get �r=0.3668767
�2�c /p� and �=19475.8/ �2�c /p�. Thus the resonator

as Q=�r� /2=3573. In the region around �r the wave-
uide phase is −kzp=−1.6731. With a cell of thirteen pe-
iods, and thus twelve periods between the resonators,
he phase equals �=0.2408. The CMT curve with these
arameters agrees well with the exact simulations.
For the nonlinear CMT calculations we need the char-

cteristic power P0 of the resonator. This power can be de-
ermined from an integral or a fitting to a nonlinear
nput–output curve from rigorous simulations.11 We used
he latter approach and obtained P0=0.32086	104 W/m.
ere the resonator rectangle is considered nonlinear,
ith Kerr coefficient n2=2	10−19 m2/V2. The nonlinear

ndex change is n2�E�2, with E as the electric field.
Then we performed nonlinear exact simulations with

wo resonators separated by twelve periods. We choose
=0.366883�2�c /p�, which is next to the transmission
aximum. The bistable transmission curve is shown in
ig. 14 and agrees with the CMT calculations. It is clear

rom the scale in the figure that lower powers are re-
uired for switching than with one resonator. Of course,
wo resonators have twice the amount of nonlinear mate-
ial, but the main reason is the narrow maximum. Al-
hough this peak is only approximately Lorentzian, its fit-
ed Q is �40 times larger than the Q of one resonator.
ecause P0 is proportional to the inverse square of Q, we
an estimate the characteristic power of our device to be 3
rders of magnitude smaller and thus more power effi-
ient. The previous argument is more concrete if we com-
are the input power at the bistability threshold of one
nd two resonators. However, this comparison is not
trict, because the systems have different nonlinear be-
avior. For one resonator bistability appears if ��−�3, so
e choose �=−�3 and obtain at the switching point

where the transmission decreases rapidly) Pin=1.347P0.
or the device with two resonators the bistability thresh-
ld is �=0.3668863	 �2�c /p� and at the switching point

ig. 12. Structure of the PC switching device. The electric field
t the transmission maximum is superimposed. Because of high
the waveguide field is very small compared with the resonator

elds.
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where transmission increases rapidly) Pin=2.52
10−3P0. This corresponds indeed with a factor 103.

. CONCLUSION
he CMT is a flexible tool for study of a large variety of

inear and nonlinear devices. In further work, one can use
he framework defined above to include, e.g., apodization
r reflecting waveguide sections with Fano-type transfer
unctions.8 Here, we examined series of resonators inside
r adjacent to the waveguide. In both systems gap soli-
ons were observed. In addition we found solitons origi-
ating from a nonlinear resonance. In the side-coupled
eometry we observed a new nonlinear mode with energy
ocated at the boundaries. With a correctly chosen inter-
esonator distance, a narrow linear transmission peak in
he spectrum of two side-coupled resonators appears. We
esigned a PC device to exploit the nonlinear switching
ear this peak and demonstrated its efficient operation
ith both CMT and rigorous calculations.
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